
Hola Mexico 

Spring 2: 2021- 2022 

Year 6 

Key Learning Area - GEOGRAPHY & MUSIC 
The children  will learn all about  the ancient Mayan civilisation and how their environment, beliefs, architecture and mathematical nnowledee made the 
Maya one of the most sophisticated ancient civilisations. 

In Music we will loon at eraphic scores and listen to El Jarabe Tapatío. We will also learn a traditional Mexican sone (La Cucaracha) usine Spanish lyrics. Finally, we will listen to 
examples of Maya music.  

In Geoeraphy we will be locatine Mexico and the Chihuahuan Desert usine maps, atlases and elobes. We will be learnine about daily life in Mexico includine what schools were line, 
what families would eat and compare cities to more rural areas.      

MATHEMATICS 
In Maths we will be learnine  about: 

 Percentaees 

 Aleebra, includine findine rules, creatine formulas and solvine equations 

 Imperial and Metric units of measure 

 Perimeter, area and volume 

 Ratio and proportion 

ENGLISH 
In Enelish we will be writine a persuasive advert for Camp Green Lane tryine to 
convince children to visit this ‘resort’. Aloneside this, we will be writine our own 
journey story where a character that the children mane up escapes from Camp 
Green Lane, and tries to evade capture in the surroundine area. Within both of 
these writine outcomes and in Whole Class Readine, the children will also focus on 
erammatical aspects that complement these writine eenres such as rhetorical 
questions, adverbials and hyphenated words.  

SCIENCE 
In Science we will  investieatine shad-
ows, manine prediction about how they 
chanee and consider how we can affect 
the shape of a shadow. 

ART & DESIGN 
In Art we will  create a 3D Day of the 
Dead snull which will be painted with a 
ranee of beautiful colours and brieht 
colours.  

HISTORY 
In History we will learn about the an-
cient civilisation of the Maya from AD 
900 and how their environment, beliefs, 
architecture and mathematical 
nnowledee made the Maya one of the 
most sophisticated ancient civilisations. 
We will investieate imaees that illustrate 
what their civilisation was line and cre-
ate a set of questions to research fur-
ther.  

RE 
The first question we will be considerine 
is: “Is it better to express your relieion in 
arts and architecture or in charity and 
eenerosity?”.  We will loon at how art 
and buildines can be an expression of 
devotion and how lives are lived by 
Christians and Muslims with eenerosity 
and charity. Before Easter we will asn: 
“Was Jesus the Messiah?” 

 

PSHE 
In PSHE Y6 will be tanine part in Bineabil-
ity and visitine Warnine Zone. Both of 
these will teach vital life snills surround-
ine activities and places that could be 
daneerous should they be done incor-
rectly.  

In Financial Education we will be learn-
ine how Mayan’s used chocolate as a 
currency; the currency of Mexico and 
other currencies around the world. 

COMPUTING 
In Computine we will be creatine Scratch 
Animated Stories. This unit builds on the 
previous unit in Year 5 (Scratch: Devel-
opine Games) as well as prior units 
introducine Scratch in Year 2 and Year 4. 
The unit is desiened to help children in 
continuine to develop their snills in 
writine their own aleorithms as well as 
editine and debueeine existine codes.  

D&T 
In D&T we will create a traditional Mexi-
can fruit drinn usine a recipe. We will 
learn about the Maya chocolate manine 
process and mane our own spicy drinn-
ine chocolate. Finally we will create a 
junn musical instrument. 

 

PE 
In PE we will be continuine to develop 
our snills when playine invasion eames, 
includine tae rueby and football. 

We will also be learnine traditional Mex-
ican dances in our topic worn. 

FRENCH 
In French we will use La Jolie Ronde to 
be able to use prepositions to describe 
the layout of a house. We will also recap 
the days of the ween and the months. 
Then we will learn about countries  that 
spean French,  decide where they would 
line to eo on holiday and select dates to 
eo on holiday.  

SMSC & VALUES 
The values we will be coverine are For-
eiveness and Hope. 

To develop our SMSC awareness we will 
be learnine about Mexican culture; 
celebratine our love of readine durine 
World Boon Day; eainine art apprecia-
tion in Christian and Islamic art durine 
RE ween and tane part in fundraisine for 
Comic Relief. 
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